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Before the advent of QCD

1932年，英国科学家查德威克
（James Chadwick，1891-1974）
发现了与质子质量相仿的中性粒子

德国科学家海伯森（Werner Karl Heisenberg，
1907-1976）以及前苏联科学家伊凡宁柯各自独立
提出，原子核是由质子和中子组成的。

原子核 = 质子 + 中子

问题1：带正电的质子为何被束缚在一起？

问题2：质子和中子是否具有内部结构？
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1935年，日本科学家汤川秀树（Yukawa 

Hideki，1907-1981）提出了“交换粒子”
的概念，作为新相互作用理论的基本概念。

1936年，美国科学家安德森在宇宙线中发现一种
比电子约重207倍的粒子，当时误认为就是介子，
后来发现这种粒子其实并不参与强相互作用是一
种轻子，所以改名为μ子。

1947年，英国物理学家鲍威尔在宇宙射线
发现了汤川所预言的介子，被命名为π介
子。

1.核力的发现

2.原子核 = 质子 + 中子 + 介子

Pre-SUSY

Before the advent of QCD
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Today we know that the strong force between

the nucleons in an atomic nucleus is a Van-der-

Waals type residual force of a more fundamental

strong interaction between quarks. The field

theory of this interaction between quarks is

called Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD).

Pre-SUSY

Before the advent of QCD
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元素周期表中100余
种元素都有质子、中
子和电子构成。新发
现的这些粒子似乎否
会有这样的性质？

到上世纪五十年代，共发现了100余种粒子，
大部分为强子，是否都为基本粒子？

“基本粒子”有内部结构
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八重法分类和夸克模型

1961、1962年，内曼和盖尔曼各
自独立地提出了基于SU(3)对称性
的理论—八重法（eightfold way）
对已知的强子进行分类

介子被纳入单态和八重态；重子
纳入八重态和十重态，如图所示 问题：为什么没有三重态？内在规律是什么？

http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/gell-mann.jpg
http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/gell-mann.jpg
http://images.google.com.hk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.science.co.il/people/yuval-neeman/images/Yuval-Neeman-1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.science.co.il/people/yuval-neeman/&usg=__AiD-fwoXSw271ds13oDsrgaFV0E=&h=400&w=280&sz=21&hl=zh-CN&start=7&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=ha02A0NdcA2B_M:&tbnh=124&tbnw=87&prev=/images%3Fq%3DYuval%2BNe%2527eman%26um%3D1%26hl%3Dzh-CN%26newwindow%3D1%26safe%3Dstrict%26sa%3DN%26tbs%3Disch:1
http://images.google.com.hk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.science.co.il/people/yuval-neeman/images/Yuval-Neeman-1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.science.co.il/people/yuval-neeman/&usg=__AiD-fwoXSw271ds13oDsrgaFV0E=&h=400&w=280&sz=21&hl=zh-CN&start=7&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=ha02A0NdcA2B_M:&tbnh=124&tbnw=87&prev=/images%3Fq%3DYuval%2BNe%2527eman%26um%3D1%26hl%3Dzh-CN%26newwindow%3D1%26safe%3Dstrict%26sa%3DN%26tbs%3Disch:1
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八重法分类和夸克模型

1964年，盖尔曼和兹韦格在强子分类八重法

的基础上分别提出了夸克模型，认为中子、
质子这一类强子是由更基本的单元——夸克
（quark）组成的

当时的夸克模型：
1. 三种（味道）的夸克，u，d，s；
2. 两个正反夸克组成介子，三个正（反）夸克组成重
子；
3. 可以解释当时发现的全部强子；
4. 成功预言了当时并未发现的Omega粒子

质子 = u + u + d

中子 = u + d + d

Ω = s + s + s

http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/gell-mann.jpg
http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/gell-mann.jpg
http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/Zweig.jpg
http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/Zweig.jpg
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八重法分类和夸克模型

练习：按夸克模型，给出如上强子的夸克组分
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更多的夸克

1974年，丁肇中与Richter分别在实验中发现了一种

新粒子，称为J/ψ粒子。由第四代夸克charm构成。

1977年，莱德曼又发现了一种长寿命的新介子Υ，

只能引入第五种夸克进行解释，成为bottom（底）

或beauty（美）夸克

1994年，美国费米实验室的CDF组在质子-反质子

对撞机上发现了一个最重的夸克，质量为176 

GeV，取名为顶夸克（top）。

迄今为止，共发现三代，六种味道的夸克

http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/dzz.JPG
http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/dzz.JPG
http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/lederman.jpg
http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/lederman.jpg
http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/quark-top.jpg
http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/quark-top.jpg
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The elementary particles can be classified into

leptons (without strong interaction) and quarks

(with strong interaction).

Pre-SUSY

Before the advent of QCD
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轻子家族

第一个轻子—电子
1931年，泡利为了解释β衰变中的能量失踪现象，预
言了一种未知的极其微小的中性粒子带走了β衰变中

那一部分能量和动量，最终被费米命名为“中微子”
（Neutrino）。

1933年，费米指出：β衰变就是核内一个中子通过弱相互作
用衰变成一个电子、一个质子和一个 反中微子。中微子只
参与弱作用，具有极强的穿透力。由于中微子与物质间的相
互作用极其微弱，中微子的检测非常困难。

1. 陆续发现了与电子类似μ子和τ子（带-1电子电荷）

2. 这三种轻子都有各自相伴的轻子中微子（电中性）

http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/pauli.jpg
http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/pauli.jpg
http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/fermi-bata.gif
http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/fermi-bata.gif
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By examining what fraction of the Z-
bosons we create in accelerators decay to:

 electron/positron pairs,

 muon/anti-muon pairs,

 tau/anti-tau pairs,

 and "invisible" channels (i.e., neutrinos),

One can determine how many generations
of particles there are

Before the advent of QCD
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Three generations in SM family
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The SM family
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The SM family members
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夸克和轻子的未来

是否还有更多的夸克
和轻子？

夸克和轻子有没有再
深的内部结构？
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1964年，Greenberg引入了夸克的一种自由度——“颜

色”（color）夸克带颜色荷。每味夸克就有三种颜色

分别是红、绿和蓝（RGB）。

1973年，Gross，Politzer和Wilczek证明了量

子色动力学（QCD）具有“渐近自由”的性

质 。QCD成为描述强相互作用的正确理论。

The establishment of QCD

Pre-SUSY

http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/greenberg.gif
http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/greenberg.gif
http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/gluon.gif
http://www.ihep.ac.cn/kejiyuandi/zhishi/071129-hep/gluon.gif
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 Color structure

Quark= fundamental representation 3

Gluon= Adjoint representation 8

Observable particles=color singlet 1

Mesons

Glueballs

Baryons

Pre-SUSY
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QCD is a so-called gauge theory, like quantum

electrodynamics (QED) and the theory of the

weak interactions. In such a theory, the constituent

fields are described by representations of a

symmetry group while the interaction between the

fields is described by the exchange of so-called

gauge bosons.

Pre-SUSY

The establishment of QCD

K. Dasgupta Lecture
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These interactions follow from the requirement

that the Lagrangian is invariant under arbitrary

local symmetry transformations of the constituent

fields.

Pre-SUSY

The establishment of QCD
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Note that all particles participate in the weak

interaction, all charged particles in the

electromagnetic interaction and that only the

quarks participate in the strong interaction.

Gravity is so weak that it can be neglected at

subatomic scales.

Pre-SUSY

The establishment of QCD
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Free quarks have never been observed because

their coupling is so strong that with increasing

separation it becomes easier to produce a quark-

antiquark pair than to isolate the quark.

Pre-SUSY

The establishment of QCD
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The establishment of QCD
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The establishment of QCD

A problem with this is that there exist baryons

such as the spin 3/2 resonance Δ++ = u↑ u↑ u↑

with a ground state wave function that is fully

symmetric under the exchange of two quarks.

But for fermions the wave function should be

antisymmetric
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The establishment of QCD

 The hypothesis furthermore states that hadrons

are color singlets (“white"), that is, they are

invariant under rotations in color space
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The establishment of QCD

在量子色动力学中，“色”是相互作用荷，

胶子是将夸克束缚成强子的色规范场的场量

子。与量子电动力学QED中光子不同的是，

胶子本身也带色荷，具有自相互作用，存在

三胶子和四胶子相互作用顶点。
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The establishment of QCD

由于自相互作用的存在，量子色动力学

QCD比量子电动力学QED有更丰富和不同

的结构和性质，如色禁闭效应。
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Puzzles in the development of QCD

Remember, to explain the short range
of the nuclear force, Yukawa (1934)
proposed that this force is mediated
by the exchange of massive field
quanta which he called mesons. In his
theory, the range of the force is
inversely proportional to the mass of
the intermediate vector boson. He
estimated a mass of about 140 MeV and
indeed a candidate, the π meson, was
later found in cosmic rays (1937)
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Puzzles in the development of QCD

But, as we will see, massive gauge
field quanta break the gauge symmetry
so that the exchanged boson must
necessarily be massless. For instance,
the U(1) symmetry of the QED
Lagrangian forces the photon to be
massless, which indeed is. As a
consequence the electromagnetic
interaction has an infinite range.
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Puzzles in the development of QCD

It follows that the SU(3) gauge

symmetry of the QCD Lagrangian forces

the gluons to be also massless, like

the photon. But if these gluons are

massless, how can the strong force

then be short-range?
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Puzzles in the development of QCD

Another puzzle came with a series of

high-energy electron-proton scattering

experiments at SLAC(1970) which proved

the existence of quarks but also

showed that they seemed to behave like

free particles, in spite of the fact

that they are strongly bound inside

the proton
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The establishment of QCD

The solution to both these paradoxes

was found by Gross, Politzer and

Wilczek by their discovery of

asymptotic freedom. They could

explain why, as Wilczek put it in his

Nobel lecture, “Quarks are Born Free,

but Everywhere They are in Chains"
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The establishment of QCD

As we will see, the phenomena of

asymptotic freedom and confinement

are caused by the self-interaction of

gluons which, in turn, is a

consequence of the non-abelian nature

of SU(3)
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The establishment of QCD

 If quarks cannot be observed in isolation,

how do we know that they actually exist

and are not mere theoretical constructs?

 One way is to resolve quarks by

illuminating protons with photons of large

momentum Q and therefore small

Compton wavelength 1/Q.
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The establishment of QCD

These very short wavelength photons are

radiated off highly energetic electrons

when they scatter on protons
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The establishment of QCD

This process is called deep inelastic

scattering which indeed acts as a

microscope to reveal the internal quark

structure of the proton.
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The establishment of QCD
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Two jets seeing quarks
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Three jets seeing gluons
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The establishment of QCD

Jet production is clearly a very

important tool to confront QCD with

experiment and can certainly produce

spectacular events at colliders, but,

unfortunately, this large field of jet

physics can not be covered here.
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A hypothetical 2 component Dirac field
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The establishment of QCD
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Yang-Mills Theory

The Yang-Mills theory describes pairs of

spin-1/2 particles of equal mass, and Yang

and Mills originally had the proton and

neutron in mind as such a pair. A problem,

however, is that the quanta of the Yang-

Mills field must be massless in order to

maintain gauge invariance.
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Yang-Mills Theory

The massless quanta should have long-

range effects, like the photon, and for this

reason the theory was originally abandoned

as a candidate theory of the strong

interaction, which is short-range.
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The establishment of QCD

However, the Yang-Mills theory

reappeared because it serves as a

prototype of non-Abelian gauge theories,

that is, theories for which the generators

of the underlying symmetry group do not

commute
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The establishment of QCD

Indeed, like SU(3) is a generalization of

SU(2), we will see that QCD is a

generalization of the originally proposed

Yang-Mills model

Following we will first present the nuts and

bolts of Yang-Mills theory as an important

step towards building the QCD Lagrangian
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The establishment of QCD

Recap of SU(2)

Unitary SU(2) matrix U = exp(iα·σ/2) 
with U+U = UU+ = 1. Here, α= (αx,αy,αz)
are parameters and σ = (σx,σy,σz) are 
Pauli matrices:

With the generator being Ji = σi/2 satisfying [Ji, Jj] = i εijk Jk
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The establishment of QCD

How can we make the following Lagrangian:

Here gw is some strength parameter
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The establishment of QCD

Note: extra gauge fields are required
to accommodate higher symmetries in a
Lagrangian
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The establishment of QCD
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The establishment of QCD

练习：证明如上拉氏量的SU(2)规范不变性
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Global SU(3)c invariance
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The establishment of QCD

For simplicity, we have assumed that

quarks of all flavors are identical by having

the same mass m. This is not true, of

course, and we should introduce a flavor

index f = (d, u, s, c, b, t), and different

masses mf
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The establishment of QCD

This Lagrangian is manifestly invariant under

U(3) = U(1)×SU(3) global transformations.

The U(1) phase invariance was already

explored so we only investigate here SU(3)

invariance:
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The establishment of QCD

To make L invariant under local SU(3)

transformations is now a relatively easy

task since we can just replace the 2×2

SU(2) matrices in the Yang-Mills theory

by 3×3 SU(3) matrices!
Dasgupta
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Local SU(3)c invariance
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The establishment of QCD
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The establishment of QCD

The extra pieces in the QCD Lagrangian

given above are related to the so-called

gauge-fixing terms and ghost fields which

must be introduced to make the theory

consistent.
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The establishment of QCD

The first term is the free Dirac Lagrangian,

just like in QED. It will give rise to quark

propagators.

We have now eight color fields Aμ (gluon 

fields) and eight color currents                 

that act as sources for the color fields, like 

the electric current is the source for the 

electromagnetic field.
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The establishment of QCD

The second term also looks familiar: it is an

interaction term that gives rise to the quark-

gluon vertex. Using quark color (i, j), gluon

color (a, b), and spinor (α, β) notations, we

have:

练习：Where are the quark flavor DoFs 
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The establishment of QCD

The last term is the free Lagrangian of the

gluon fields, which also looks familiar from

QED, but has a much richer structure. It gives

rise to the gluon propagator, but also to 3-

and 4-gluon vertices, which is something that

does not exist in QED.

Indeed, these gluon self-interactions are

responsible for a characteristic feature of

QCD interactions: asymptotic freedom.
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The establishment of QCD

Since quarks come in three colors i = (r , g, b)

so that the wave function can be written as:

In above, the Lorentz indexμ=(0, 1, 2, 3), 
the spin index s = (1, 2) = (up, down) and 
the flavor index f = (d, u, s, c, b, t)

练习：Find the expressions for the 4-component 

spinors u and v
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The establishment of QCD
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The establishment of QCD

The QCD Lagrangian with color, flavor, spinor

and Lorentz indices may be expressed as:

Leading to the following Feynman vertices

that may be read up from the Lagrangian

(suppressing the flavor and the spinor indices)
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The establishment of QCD
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The SU(3)c matrices
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The establishment of QCD

QCD is about the theory of strong interactions

between quarks and gluons

Coupling is to three “color” charges r(ed), b(lue)

and g(reen)

Gluons carry color--‐anticolor charges and have 

self-interactions
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The establishment of QCD

练习：Why?
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Typical natures of QCD
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Typical natures of QCD
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Typical natures of QCD

arXiv: 1506.05407
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Typical natures of QCD

Asymptotic  freedom of QCD
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Typical natures of QCD

Color Confinement 
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Typical natures of QCD
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Applications of QCD
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Applications of QCD
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Applications of QCD

 A Brief Review of Glueball Studies

 Oddballs via QCDSR

 Hunting for Oddballs

 Concluding remarks
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I. A Brief Review of Glueball Studies

Pre-SUSY

The QCD Lagrangian:

There exist gluon self-interactions
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 Color structure

I. A Brief Review of Glueball Studies

Quark= fundamental representation 3

Gluon= Adjoint representation 8

Observable particles=color singlet 1

Mesons

Glueballs

Baryons
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I. A Brief Review of Glueball Studies

 Glueballs are allowed by QCD

 No definite observation in experiment up to now

 lack of the knowledge about their production & 
decay properties 

 mixing with quark states adds difficulty to isolate 
them. 

The main difficulties in observing glueballs lie in 
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I. A Brief Review of Glueball Studies

 Typical meson-glueball mixing 

It might be ture: No glueball-dominated states below 
2 GeV 
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I. A Brief Review of Glueball Studies

 Gluon-rich processes  (Taking gg as an example)

The most prominent  example 
in e+e- colliders.
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I. A Brief Review of Glueball Studies

 Gluon-rich processes  (Taking gg as an example)

Very promising examples in hadron colliders.

V.M.Abazov et al.[D0 and TOTEM], arXiv:2012.03981
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I. Glueballs and Glueball Studies

 Good evidence exists for the lightest scalar 
guleball 0++ , which however mixes with nearby 
mesons. There are several candidates, e.g. f0(980), 
f0(1500),  f0(1710), but no definitive conclusions
can be drawn concerning the nature of these   
states.
 Evidence for tensor 2++ and pseudoscalar 0－＋

glueballs are weak
 The study of the oddballs in experiment is very 

limited
To pin down a glueball in experiment is a 

challenging task

V. Crede and C.A. Meyer, Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 63(2009) 74-116, and refs. therein
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I. A Brief Review of Glueball Studies

Theoretically: 

Lattice QCD

 Flux tube model

MIT bag model

Coulomb gauge model

QCD Sum Rules (QCDSR)

V.Mathieu, N.Kochelev&V.Vento, Int.J.Mod.Phys. E18,1(2009)

Constituent Models
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Results from Lattice QCD

Morningstar & Peardon, PRD60 (1999) 034509
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I. A Brief Review of Glueball Studies

Results of Lattice QCD

Morningstar & Peardon,
PRD60 (1999) 034509

Chen et al., PRD73(2006) 014516

Mass(0 - - ) = (5166±1000) MeV  
(Unquenched)

Gregory, et al., JHEP1210 (2012) 170.
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I. A Brief Review of Glueball Studies

 Flux tube model

Isgur & Parton, PRD31(1985)2910.
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I. A Brief Review of Glueball Studies

MIT bag model

=Jaffe &Johnson, PLB60,201(1976).

=Carlson et al., PRD27 (1983)1556.

=Chanowitz &Sharpe, NPB222(1983)211.
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I. A Brief Review of Glueball Studies

Coulomb Gauge model

Llances-Estrada, Bicudo &Cotanch, PRL96 (2006) 081601
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I. A Brief Review of Glueball Studies

QCD Sum Rules

Novikov et al., NPB165 (1980) 67.

Forkel, PRD64 (2001) 034015.

Bagan&Steele, PLB243 (1990) 43.

Huang, Jin&Zhang, PRD59 (1999) 034026.

S. Narison, Phys.Lett.B 665 (2008) 205
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I. A Brief Review of Glueball Studies

QCD Sum Rules

Latorre et al., PLB191 (1987) 437.

Liu, CPL15 (1998) 784.

G. Hao, CFQ, A.L. Zhang, PLB642  (2006) 53.
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II. Oddballs via QCDSR

 Glueballs and Glueball Studies

 Oddballs via QCDSR

 Hunting for Oddballs

 Concluding remarks
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II. Oddballs via QCDSR

 Oddballs

Oddballs: glueballs with exotic quantum numbers

H. Chen, et al, 2103.17201; Alexandr Pimikov, et al, 1611.08691

V.Mathieu, N.Kochelev&V.Vento, Int.J.Mod.Phys. E18,1(2009)

 Trigluon glueballs.

 Exotic quantum numbers      Do not mix with      

 oddball may be the lowest lying one. 
Besides, it has the simplest Lorentz structure.

Trigluon glueballs
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II. Oddballs via QCDSR

 It can be produced in the decay of  heavy vector 
quarkonium or quarkoniumlike states.

= exotic state (not easy to be        
detected, only π1(1400)
with 1- + in PDG )

= unfavorable production
channel

Like in football game          +          =
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II. Oddballs via QCDSR

QCDSR
CFQ & Liang Tang, PRL113 (2014) 221601

CFQ & Liang Tang, NPB904 (2016) 282

 Field strength tensor

 In coordinate gauge
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 Some contractions

II. Oddballs via QCDSR

Pre-SUSY
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 Gluon condensates

II. Oddballs via QCDSR

Pre-SUSY
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 Gluon condensates

Pre-SUSY
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II. Oddballs via QCDSR

QCDSR

The two-point correlation function

The QCD side of the correlation function

The phenomenological side of the correlation function
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II. Oddballs via QCDSR

The dispersion relation

The Borel transformation

The quark-hadron duality approximation
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II. Oddballs via QCDSR

The moments

The mass function

 Ratios to constrain the windows of 
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II. Oddballs via QCDSR

Interpolating currents of          oddballs

Constraints: quantum number, gauge invariance, Lorentz 
invariance and SUc(3) symmetry

where
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Interpolating currents of          oddballs

Interpolating currents of          oddballs

II. Oddballs via QCDSR

Pre-SUSY
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The two-point correlation function

Interpolating currents of          oddballs

II. Oddballs via QCDSR

Pre-SUSY
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II. Oddballs via QCDSR

Typical Feynman diagrams of trigluon glueballs 
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 The dispersion relation

 The QCD side of  the correlation function

 The phenomenological side of the correlation function

II. Oddballs via QCDSR

Pre-SUSY
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The Borel transformation

The quark-hadron duality approximation

The main function

II. Oddballs via QCDSR

Pre-SUSY
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 The moments

 The mass function

II. Oddballs via QCDSR

Pre-SUSY
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 Input parameters

II. Oddballs via QCDSR

 Ratio to constrain τ and s0 by convergence of the OPE

Pre-SUSY
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Wilson coefficients of     in the QCD-side

where, i=A, B, C, D; j=A, B, C; with A, B, C and D corresponding 
to the above four currents.

There are symmetries within Wilson coefficients      ,      and      . The 
position and number of      do not influence the perturbative and             
contributions, whereas they influence             term. Since                 
involves no loop contribution,       are governed by the number of     .

II. Oddballs via QCDSR
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Wilson coefficients of     in the QCD-side

Pre-SUSY
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Wilson coefficients of     in the QCD-side

Pre-SUSY
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Wilson coefficients of     in the QCD-side

Pre-SUSY
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 Comparison with other methods, in unit of GeV. 

[1] N.Isgur and J.E.Paton,  PRD 31, 2910 (1985).
[2] E.Gregory, et al., JHEP1210, 170 (2012).
[3] C.J.Morningstar and M.J.Peardon,PRD60, 034509 (1999).
[4] Y.Chen et al.,PRD73, 014516 (2006).
[5] K.Ishikawa, et al., PLB120, 387 (1983).
[6] L. Bellantuono, et al., JHEP 1510 (2015) 137.
[7] Y.-D Chen and Mei Huang, arXiv:1511.07018.

Pre-SUSY
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III. Hunting for Oddballs

 Glueballs and Glueball Studies

 Oddballs via QCDSR

 Hunting for Trigluon glueballs

 Concluding remarks
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III. Hunting for Oddballs

 Proposed production channels of        oddball 
G(3810) 

Pre-SUSY
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III. Hunting for Oddballs

 Proposed production channels of       and      oddballs

Pre-SUSY
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BESIII Collaboration, by …

 Belle Collaboration, by C.P. Shen, …  

LHCb Collaboration, Paolo Gandini. 

 phys.org,“Long-searched-for glueball could soon 

be detected”, by Lisa Zyga.

III. Hunting for Oddballs

 Fermilab, Mike Albrow
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 Before the advent of QCD

 The establishment of QCD

 Typical natures of QCD

 Applications of QCD

 Concluding remarks

Contents:
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在宇宙中，可见物质绝大多数是原（强）子物

质，弄清这部分物质的构成和性质对于理解宇宙
非常重要

强相互作用中的一些基本问题还不清楚，有待
解决，如强CP问题，禁闭问题等

 越来越多的实验证据表明，强相互左右在一
定程度上制约着新物理的发现，如g-2问题

Concluding remarks
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纵向来说，夸克（轻子）是否到普朗克能标都

是基本的物质构成，它们是否还有结构？如果是
有结构的，那对宇宙的演化有什么影响，还远没
有答案

横向来说，除通常的介子和重子外，其它可能

的强子态，如多夸克态、混杂态、胶球等是否存
在，性质如何？发展和研究适合不同能标的有效
理论还有很大的发展空间

极端条件下QCD性质研究，如夸克胶子等离子
体的性质等，均有待研究。

Concluding remarks
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Where Do We Come From? What Are We? 

Where Are We Going? ---Paul Gauguin
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Enjoy your stay at the pre-SUSY 

summer school!
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